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About This Game

From Headshot Labs, Cheitha is a competitive survival shooter. Overcome waves of enemies by unlocking new tiers of weapons
and opening passageways to even the odds. Challenge your friends' scores on the leaderboard by surviving longer.

Tactical Combat
Enemies can surround and overwhelm you quickly. Know when to dodge, run, and angle your shot for maximum damage. This

will be the key to your survival. Use kill points your earn to open up doors around the overrun facility to give yourself more
room to run. Knowing when to conserve your kill points and when to spend them will be a determining factor in how long you

last.

Diverse Weapons
Each time you play Cheitha you’ll be find a different set of weapons stashed in ammo boxes around the facility. Try each

weapon and find out which one best fits your playstyle.

Leaderboards
You can directly compete against any of your Steam friends by playing Cheitha and beat their score which is tracked in the

HUD as you play.
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Title: Cheitha
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Headshot Labs
Publisher:
Headshot Labs
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2+

Processor: Intel Core i3, AMD Athlon II

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 730, Radeon HD 5600 Series

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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Nope. Don't waste the money. It's a story mode you have to breed all the plants to win the game in a set amount of time. And the
characters and voices are pretty lame. Probably good for kids.... But as an adult that just wanted to breed stuff, did not hit the
spot. I feel like the premise was a bit misleading. Didn't think this is what it would be. Glad I waited for a sale... To be honest,
when I looked at the negative reviews prior to buying this title, I thought that they were simple expecting too much from a not-
even $3 program, and were disappointed when they didn't get a lot, but quite frankly, this is really not that great. The developers
seem to be under the illusion that the shortcuts that work on a regular monitor - such as using low-poly meshes with a texture
slapped on them, or making bushes out of multiple flat textures - will still be ok in VR when they simply won't.

The mountain and forest areas are jokes. These are where those problems stand out the most. It's very easy to see the flat planes
of the bushes and trees, and the fact that very little time was put into the ground or anything more than the immediately visible
environment. Seriously, if you teleport to the ledge in the mountain scene, the view below you is pretty much a green, vaguely-
mountain-shaped blob. Admittedly, though, the fireworks area is sorta fun to play around in, but the fireworks are entirely
manual, so if you stop pressing buttons, they stop coming.

I do like the rainy area, though. They seemed to actually pay attention to this area(mostly). The objects have a high enough poly
count to not look boxy, and there are actually quite a few objects around the room, all with good detail to them, and it makes it
feel like a believable space. Two complaints I have about it though, are the fact that the rain sound is the same volume
regardless of your distance from the window, while the fire volume is determined by proximity, making it hard to hear the fire
at all unless you're right next to it, and the fact that the rain itself falls very slowly. I don't expect much out of rain, but if I can
track three different drops simultaneously as they fall to the ground, it's falling too slow.

Overall, if you are very specfically looking for a VR experience where you can sit and listen to rain and a crackling fire in a
semi-believable environment, then go ahead and grab this app. If you are looking for something to interact with or move around
a lot in, go find something else. If you are looking for a place to sit and look around at nice views, go find something else. If you
are looking for pretty much anything other than the rain-and-fire thing, go find something else.. I was one of the Kickstarter
backers for this game, and i loved every second of my game time in this. You'll finish this fairly quickly, but this is a game i see
myself going back to and relaxing. The game looks pretty good. The controls are decent, provided you stay in 3rd person
perspective.

That said. There isn't much to do in this game. You just shoot the same set of very slow moving zombies. Over and Over. It
lacks any meaningful challenge. All that leaves you to look forward too is new guns. The gun you start with has plenty of ammo,
and packs a decent enough punch. So new guns are cool, but not really important.

Overall pretty bland. Wouldn't recommend. you can see for yourself in the video I created here:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/4yjE3B8EcK4. I love hidden object games, and have played enough of them to know what a good one is like.
While this game has some potential, there is a lot of room for improvement.

Pros: Story line is pretty decent.

Cons: Each time you explore an area, you use energy, and a large amount of it. You either have to wait several hours for it to
replenish or spend money to buy more. The amount of time you are given to explore an area is only 1 minute. This is not enough
time to find hidden objects, especially if the graphics aren't that great. If you are zoomed out of a picture, they graphics are
nice, but when you zoom in to locate a hard to find object, the graphics become pixelated and somewhat distorted. Also, when
you find a chest, you only have a very limited amount of time to solve a puzzle to open it.

Overall: Game play time is limited and you almost feel rushed to complete puzzles and hidden object areas.
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Here is to hoping my dollar will bring forth more game modes!. This Game Is A Masterpiece, I have just recently competed this
game and I'm so sad that it's over. To anyone deciding whether to buy this game or not take it from me and buy it as soon as you
can. simply Outstanding.. It gave me a 'B' in ART SQOOL, and I feel like that's fair. It's weird, and it's fun in a very specific,
but difficult to express, way.. bish bash bosh.
this game's posh.
nothing else said.
should have read.

I bought this for no reason at all, just thought that I'd buy  Something  with the rest of my money..?. Originally sold as the
"founders pack" with the promise that it would be for sale untille the game went free to play they then re-named it premium
pack 1 and straight up gave is false promises. So we support the damn game, then get stabbed in the back. Blackspot eat a bag
of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665you lying \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.. Very well trimmed and so
very easy to fly, even as a beginner. VC is also very good. But it's no plane where u change a thousands of settings while flying.
So it's a perfect beginner plane in my opinion.. This is the fourth game in Broken Sword series and... uhm... Oh, for god\u2019s
sake! No. Just no. Plain and simple. This game isn't worthy of the Broken Sword name. What have you done to the beloved
franchise??? Sorry for blurting my frustration out but Broken Sword 4 - the Angel of Death is a complete disappointment for any
fan of the series, and would be most certainly a wrong choice to introduce someone to it. I'll try to be very brief about what's been
done in this game and why it just didn't fit with the rest of the series, neither with tone nor with the gameplay. Oh, and there is one
thing that I've never dreamt of telling about a Broken Sword game to begin with: the scenario is bad!

After the events of the the Sleeping Dragon, George is back in New York and running a bail bonds office with his partner Virgil.
Aside constant indigence due to the lack of decent clients, life has been quiet for Mr. Stobbart... that is until an attractive blonde
named Anna Maria shows up on his door step, asking for help about another manuscript! That is the moment the Italian mafia
takes a hit on George's shop, leaving the place wrecked and Virgil pretty
much\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 From that point onwards, George is yet again sucked into
another adventure "vaguely" involving Templar lore. Ready for the Ark of Ashdod? Because that was one Christian legend not
trifled by the series. They must have thought "Hey, we didn't include the Arc on any previous games. Wanna arrange an
appearance for that?" and the response was this, I guess "Sure, let's make it Indiana Jones style with church thrown in as bad guys!"

Don't get me wrong, I'm not even Christian and I wouldn't be offended on religious matters to begin with. This is fiction. But the
lore is so mismatched, the story gives you a headache in its short lived lifespan. Okay, here is the start of my actual complaints, so if
you intend to play this game for the sake of completion, and would like to avoid spoilers, skip the rest of this paragraph. It is
already customary to Broken Sword games to include interconnection for obscure political\/religious groups but it's been done
elaborately until now. Here, we have the mafia and the Vatican as core power players - and Mafia are the good guys! And there
will be no decent explanation to the heartfelt (!) sacrifices (!!!) they've been doing to protect humankind! Weird, huh? Add to this
already weird display the Arc of Ashdod, a scientist obsessed with monatomic gold, nuns working at a wafer factory and Turkish
secret service. Frustrated yet? And surprise, there is no satisfying story explanation when you come to end. Just a bunch of needless
NPC deaths and sacrifices, added with every good natured side character showing up in the catacombs of Vatican (???) to help our
characters. That is plain lousy writing.

Another major disappointment is that we have a new protagonist to accompany George instead of Nico: Anna Maria. You heard it
right. Nico isn't a protagonist in this story. She's been replaced by an Italian blond whose loyalty will be the primary concern of
debate for the remainder of the whole game. Nico herself won't be appearing till way past the middle of the game to share some
snarky remarks to display cheap jealousy, take under a brief and mostly irrelevant adventure in Arizona to \u201chelp\u201d
George investigate, and play the part of a damsel in distress by the ending. That's it. Nico is not relevant in this game. That is one
tradition broken alright with much frustration attached to it. It was a decent idea to present some competition for Nico as a romantic
interest, but this is badly done. Anna Maria is shallow and needy until the end of the game, and there, she serves as a traumatizing
element for George. That's all.

Yes, I said traumatizing. Yes, in a Broken Sword game. The tone of the game is very slow pacing and somewhat dark compared to
previous installations. It's as if there was a shortage of decent humor in the department when people were writing the script. It's
always dark and moody, starting with the opening cinematic. That's specifically why this shouldn't be called a Broken Sword game.
Even everything else were to fail, you could always count on humor in Broken Sword series. It seems not anymore. Whatever your
take for this whole mess would be though, it will come to an end soon. The whole game consists of 4 places: New York, Istanbul,
Arizona and Rome. Yup, that's it, and every story arc is so badly rushed you understand not a thing aside that there was an Arc and
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evil church was trying to assemble it.

The game already continues the 3D style of the 3rd game, but the art style made a fast transition from cartoony to robotic realism.
Sure, layering seem decent and it is a fitting art choice for the already moody undertone but I wish characters would attain some
facial expressions. There is no feeling left. They look clucky, they move clunky and they mostly seem like everyone is badly
constipated. The gameplay is a hybrid between WASD controls and mouse, and it mostly doesn't work properly - especially on time
bound game sequences. Cameras are as hellish as the third game too.

Let's talk puzzles btw. Now, gameplay logic is somewhat inferior and obscure, sure. This is not unheard of from adventure games
anyhow. But some puzzles are not only ill-prepared and time consuming, some are plain irrelevant to common sense. There is a
scene that George is tied down at the back of an Italian massage parlor and has to escape, for example. Now that was some
enforced ACME logic if I've ever seen some! One positive thing that can be said is that hacking puzzles are a decent addition and
they are somewhat fun.

At the end of the day, you'll play this game to say that you've played it if you are a Broken Sword fan anyhow. You'll get annoyed,
you'll curse, you'll be fed up half way through but you'll play. If you are not though, spare yourself some pain and just find
something better to do.

Please also check out Lady Storyteller's Curator page here - follow for regular updates on reviews for other games!. This game is
an embarasment towards all the other games on steam, I mean how easy is it to get a game on steam these days, I could sell a
console application for 'Guess the Number' and it would be better than this.. This is such a bad game, like you can't even change
the field of view so that you can see the ball to know you have it, the ball doesn't stay at your feet, furthermore the playermodels
don't even \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing work, your opponent has \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing broken arms and can still do
better than you, needs a handicap if you're going to break their arms. Please don't update this game, delete it and never make a
game again please! Thanks...

EDIT:
Just had another look at your store page, your promotional video \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing sucks lad, get your own music
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665...
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